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Vatican Endorses “Killer Vaccine”: Commemorative
Coins Promoting the ‘Need to be Vaccinated’
against COVID
An eight-piece set includes a 20 euro silver coin depicting a young person
getting jabbed with a needle.
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***

 Amply documented, the Covid-19 Vaccine has triggered from the outset in December 2020
an upward trend in mortality and morbidity. The evidence is overwhelming.

And now the Vatican is  engaged in a despicable propaganda campaign. 

My question to the Vatican: Has Pope Francis been vaccinated? 

Has  the  Vatican  taken  the  trouble  to  read  the  bombshell  Pfizer  confidential  report  which
acknowledges the deadly impacts of the Covid vaccine.  

This Secret Report by Pfizer, is now in the public domain (released under FOI). 

On January 29, 2021 a mass funeral protest for children who have died after receiving a
Pfizer vaccine was held in Geneva, Switzerland. (Bitchute Channel, and also on our Telegram
channel)

And now Pope Francis, who lived through the tragic events of “The Dirty War” (La Guerra
Sucia) in Argentina is promoting  the mRNA vaccine on behalf Big Pharma.
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Watch the video here.

We  are  demanding  that  the  Covid-19  mRNA  vaccine  be  immediately  withdrawn  and
discontinued Worldwide.

M. Ch.  Global Research

***

Vatican City has issued a new set of coins, one of which shows a young person being
vaccinated, presumably against COVID-19.

#Vatican’s new 20-euro coin dedicated to “theme very close to #PopeFrancis’
heart…the  need  to  be  vaccinated…[he]  has  repeatedly  stressed  the
importance  of  vaccination,…[&  that  it]  is  important  to  ‘continue  efforts  to
immunize  even  the  poorest  peoples’.”https:/ /t .co/tWyfKcJ jsT
pic.twitter.com/qRVB9MdK1W

— Diane Montagna (@dianemontagna) June 20, 2022

The new coin set consists of eight coins that includes a 20 euro silver coin depicting a young
person receiving a needle.

The coin itself does not say whether the jab given to the young person is for COVID, but the
description on a Vatican website states that “The 20 euro silver coin, designed by Chiara
Principe,  is  dedicated  to  a  current  theme  that  is  very  close  to  Pope  Francis’  heart:
treatments to counter the pandemic and the need to be vaccinated. The coin depicts a
doctor, a nurse and a young person who is ready to receive the vaccine.”

In addition, the site states that “The Holy Father has repeatedly stressed the importance of
vaccination, recalling that health care is ‘a moral obligation,’ and it is important to ‘continue
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efforts to immunize even the poorest peoples.’”

In total, the set costs 180 euros.

Catholic commentator Dr. Taylor Marshall reacted to the news with a tweet calling to mind a
World Earth Day coin that depicted an image reminiscent of the Pachamama theme from
the 2019 Amazonian Synod.

Add  th is  one  to  your  Pachamama  ��  Co in!  Co l lect  them  a l l !
https://t.co/kjeIonTczZ

— Dr Taylor Marshall™️ (@TaylorRMarshall) June 20, 2022

American journalist Diane Montagna tweeted the description of the 2020 coin that depicted
“a mother carrying the earth in her womb … ”

Recall Vatican’s 2020 coin to mark 50th World Earth Day, “depicting a mother
carrying the earth in her womb, to whom we owe care & love as if it were a
daughter, with long ears of wheat in her hair, in a reference between past &
future that becomes timeless, & therefore eternal.” pic.twitter.com/v64jbjLoSw

— Diane Montagna (@dianemontagna) June 20, 2022

COVID vaccines have been associated with numerous instances of severe side effects that
have included permanent injury and death.

In  March,  it  was  confirmed  that  a  34-year-old  English  woman  died  of  a  “sudden  and
catastrophic”  brain  bleed  after  taking  the  AstraZeneca  COVID  jab.

Most major vaccine manufacturers, including Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson, were
created using fetal cells during the production and testing stages.

The potential dangers of taking a COVID jab and the link to abortion has led prominent
Catholics such as Abby Johnson to state their intention to avoid cooperation with the current
vaccines for moral and religious reasons.

Pope Francis’  push to  vaccinate against  COVID with abortion-tainted jabs has made it
difficult for some Catholics to receive religious exemptions from employers due to supposed
Church support for vaccination.
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